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Abstract

As part of the effort of the Centre d’Etudes de la Neige (CEN), Météo France, for the improvement in modelling snow cover

evolution and avalanche risk forecasting, a numerical simulation of snow transport and related mechanical effects on snow

particles morphology has been developed during the last years. The objective is to incorporate the wind effects into the Météo

France operational chain SAFRAN–CROCUS–MEPRA for avalanche risk forecasting. At present, an evaluation version of the

model is applied to a well-instrumented site (Col du Lac Blanc 2700 m, French Alps), in order to assess its performance and

validate its applicability. Here, in addition to nivo-meteorological stations, several specific snowdrift sensors and a range of

snow depth poles, a novel remote sensing technique based on terrestrial photography is being applied. Oblique digital

photographs of the area are taken periodically and after snowdrift events from an elevated viewpoint. These photographs are

then georeferenced to a digital elevation model (DEM). Further radiometric corrections depending on topography and

atmospheric conditions are applied to the georeferenced pixels to derive relative albedo. Spectral filtering applied to the digital

camera permits detecting small variations in the associated snow grain characteristics. The effects of wind transport, erosion,

accumulation and snow grain characteristics described by the model can then be monitored by measuring the associated changes

in albedo, slope angles, texture and texture orientation and feature variations recorded by the photographs. This new tool seems

to be an appropriate technique for spatial validation of snowdrift modelling, and it is useful in identifying both the strengths and

weaknesses of the model. The results for the ongoing campaign on the 2002–2003 winter will be presented and discussed.
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1. Introduction

Snow wind transport has an important effect on the

spatial distribution of the snow pack, which in turn is

important to assess snow stability, due to both redis-

tribution of load and changes in the shape of snow

grains and crystals due to collisions during transport.

Additionally, this redistribution of mass has effects on
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glacier mass balance, hydrological resources derived

from snow and local microclimates; it also has small-

scale ecological implications (Pomeroy and Gray,

1995). The correct avalanche risk estimation requires

accurate knowledge of snow and temperature profiles,

types of snow grain, density, strength and cohesion

(Mellor, 1965; Föhn and Meister, 1983; Takeuchi,

1980). However, a modelling tool for the estimation

of these parameters should incorporate not only the

snow from direct precipitation but also that being

added by wind transport. This is not an easy task,

especially in mountainous terrain, where the small-

scale topography plays an important role (e.g., in the

formation of cornices, sastruguis, slabs). Furthermore,

any modelling attempt should be fast and accurate

enough to be used as an aid tool in real-time, realistic,

avalanche hazard estimation.

For about 10 years, the Centre d’Etudes de la

Neige (CEN), Météo France, has developed different

models of snow wind transport in increasing degrees

of complexity. At present, the current model under

evaluation, SYTRON2, estimates snowdrift at a fine

horizontal scale (about 1 km of characteristic length

on a grid cell size of about 50 m) and incorporates

the real topography as derived from a digital eleva-

tion model (DEM). It is run for a test site at the Col

du Lac Blanc, Massif des Rousses, French Alps,

where two nivo-meteorological stations, several spe-

cific snow drift sensors and a range of snow depth

poles measure snow depth variations at several

points. A realistic validation of this model demands

a step forward from the traditional methods of point

measurements toward a fully spatial evaluation of

the results. However, this poses additional compli-

cations in terms of designing tools that are practical

both in terms of cost and implementation. The

magnitude of transported snow in a snowdrift event

is of the order of cm when averaged over the whole

surface of a grid cell (2500 m2). This change can be

measured precisely at a few points, but it is too

small to permit a direct measurement over medium

or large areas. Thus, an alternative approach is

followed. Here we explore the potential of oblique

land-based photography as a remote sensing tool for

the validation of the model. These photographs are

then georeferenced to a digital elevation model and

analysed using different techniques of image pro-

cessing applied to remote sensing. The main pur-
pose of this tool is identifying areas of snow erosion

and deposition that can be compared to the output

of the model.
2. Snowdrift modelling

Snowdrift modelling is a difficult challenging task

due to different factors such as the large range of the

working scales (from the synoptic to the micro-topo-

graphical scale) and the permanent interaction be-

tween local topography, meteorological conditions

and the snow. Nevertheless, these phenomena cannot

be neglected in the framework of an automatic system

of snow modelling and avalanche hazard forecasting.

Several valuable attempts have been successfully done

by several workers (Gauer, 1998; Liston and Sturm,

1998; Lehning et al., 2002). Our present version runs

at a scale of about 400 km2 and provides only the

large-scale conditions for wind and snow (Durand et

al., 1999). Current research work aims at the opera-

tional incorporation of a high-resolution model at a

fine mesh size of about 50 m, which coupled with the

lower resolution, but a higher spatial extent model

allows the realistic modelling of snowdrift effects.

Presently this last model, called SYTRON2, is at the

testing and validation stage.

SYTRON2 is initialised with a realistic snow pack

information derived from the Météo France opera-

tional avalanche hazard estimation chain SAFRAN–

CROCUS–MEPRA outputs, and coupled to a wind

field computed by the new SAMVER model. This last

model is a downscaling process from the massif scale,

computed by SAFRAN (Durand et al., 1999), to the

range 600 to 45 m. The model accounts for wind

deflection due to local surface slope (Ryan, 1977;

Purves et al., 1998), for variation of wind speed due to

topographic slope and curvature, following an ap-

proach similar to that of Liston and Sturm (1998),

and is based on the conservation of the potential

vorticity and divergence on isentropic surfaces (Hol-

ton, 1979; Durand et al., in press). Once initialised

with realistic wind and snow conditions from the

model SAMVER, the 2D drifting model SYTRON2

is able to simulate the occurrence of blowing snow

and to estimate the bulk snow mass exchanges due to

creep, saltation and suspension. The losses by subli-

mation as well as the modifications of density and
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crystal morphology are also treated (Durand et al., in

press).

During transport, the characteristics of the snow

crystals are modified both by mechanical interaction

with other snow crystals and by partial sublimation.

SYTRON2 algorithms tend to make the new drifted

crystals closer to small rounded grains, a realistic

situation during snowdrift. These transformations are

a multistep process. The snow crystal characteristics

are described using the parameters of the model

CROCUS (Brun et al., 1992). A fresh snow crystal

is thus defined in terms of dendricity (ranging from 1

to 0) and sphericity (0 to 1). When drifted, a snow

crystal dendricity is made to decrease and its sphe-

ricity to increase according to the wind velocity. The

operators governing crystal change are based on the

laws of snow metamorphism used by CROCUS and

additional observation of the drifted crystals, done at

the instrumented site for many years (Guyomarc’h

and Mérindol, 1991, 1995). At each grid point and

time step, the deposited snow is then added to the

snow bed by aggregation to the first layer or through

a new layer if the amount is deep enough. A new

snow profile is then made at each grid point, where

density and snow grain characteristics (dendricity and

sphericity) are recalculated. At this stage, SYTRON2

uses the original CROCUS temperature profile but

does not recalculate it. A more complete thermody-

namic treatment of the new snow profile will be

incorporated in future versions of SYTRON2. Fresh

snow, in case of snowfall, is simply added to the snow

mass in movement and treated as if it were eroded

snow. This allows a deposition of the fresh snow

suited to the wind and topographic conditions. All

these formulations have an implicit self limitation: the

transported snow is less subject to a new drifting

effect during the following hours because it under-

went some crystal changes which decrease the

corresponding snow-driftability index and thus the

transportability.
Fig. 1. Georeferencing process. The coordinates of the original 3D

landscape are transformed to the camera referenced system and then

projected onto a viewing window corresponding to the flat 2D

camera film or CCD sensor.
3. Methodology

3.1. Georeferencing terrestrial photography

In order to monitor the changes in the snow

pack, we take photographs of the study site from
different viewpoints. As we are working on an

Alpine site, it is relatively easy to find elevated

points with good visibility over the area. The

photographs are taken with a very good quality

digital camera fitted with a CCD (Charge-Coupled

Device) recording 6 million pixels. These photo-

graphs are then georeferenced to the digital eleva-

tion model using a procedure described by Corripio

(in press) that follows standard procedures for

perspective views in computer graphics (Fiume,

1989; Foley et al., 1990). To summarise, this

technique consists of creating a ‘‘virtual’’ photogra-

phy of the DEM that then can be scaled to the

resolution of the photographic image to establish a

mapping function between pixels in the photograph

and grid cell points. This allows locating the exact

position of pixels in the oblique image. The geore-

ferencing process consists of a viewing transforma-

tion applied to the DEM in which the coordinates of

every grid cell are firstly translated to refer them to

a coordinate system with origin at the camera

position. Then, a transformation is applied according

to the viewing direction and focal length of the

camera (Eq. (1)). This results in a three-dimensional

set of points corresponding to the cells in the DEM

as seen from the point of view of the camera.

Finally, the resulting viewing transformation is pro-

jected into a two-dimensional viewing ‘‘window’’,

corresponding to the area of the film and scaled

proportionally as indicated in Fig. 1 and Eq. (6).

The process allows a direct comparison of the

image and the perspective projection of the DEM.
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If the result is satisfactory, the pixels in the image

are allocated the x,y,z values of the corresponding

grid cells in the DEM. The result is a georeferenced

map of reflectance values shown in Fig. 2.

The viewing transformation, which rotates the

translated coordinates according to the viewing refer-

ence system, is:

Pcx

Pcy

Pcz

w

0
BBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCA

¼

Ux Uy Uz 0

Vx Vy Vz 0

Nx Ny Nz 0

0 0 1=f 1

0
BBBBBBBB@

1
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Ptx

Pty

Ptz

1

0
BBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCA
; ð1Þ

where f is the focal length of the lens, Pt is the

translated point to a reference system with origin at

C, the camera position (simply by adding the inverse

of the camera coordinates to the original world coor-

dinates), and Pc is the resulting coordinates of a point

in camera coordinate system.
Fig. 2. Georeferenced map of reflactance values. Original image

taken from Pic du lac Blanc, 3323 m asl. as shown in Fig. 4. The

resolution of the image is 1 m. Note the mounds to the east and

south of the Col du Lac Blanc (upper left side of the image) that

corresponds to artificial snow mounds made for avalanche dog

training.
The calculation of the unit vectors defining the

viewing geometry is as follows. The viewing direction

or vector
!
N is:

!
N0 ¼ T � C; ð2Þ

!
N ¼

!
N0

j !N0 j
; ð3Þ

where T is the coordinate of the target (aim of the

camera) and C is the coordinate of the camera with

respect to the DEM origin of coordinates. From here,

in a slightly modified manner than that of Fiume

(1989) or Watt and Policarpo (1998),
!
U and

!
V are

calculated using simple vector calculus, by finding the

cross products:

!
U ¼

!
N �

!
Nxy

j !Nxy j
if Nz > 0

!
Nxy

j !Nxy j
�!

N if Nz < 0

;

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð4Þ

!
V ¼ !

N �!
U ; ð5Þ

where
!
Nxy is the projection of

!
N onto the horizontal

plane, or (Nx, Ny, 0), and Nz the z coordinate of vector!
N . The resulting x,y coordinates of the final perspec-

tive projection, following Watt and Watt (1992), are

calculated as:

Ppx ¼
fPcx

1

2
wPcz

and Ppy ¼
fPcy

1

2
wPcz

; ð6Þ

where Pp(x,y) are the new x,y coordinates of the

perspective projection of the point Pc(x,y,z) onto the

projection plane, which in this case is the film. The

factor 1/2 is introduced in the denominator to set the

origin of coordinates in the projection plane to the

centre of the film, and w is calculated in Eq. (1).

In order to speed up the process, a first test is done

using only a few ground control points (GCPs),

instead of all the DEM grid cells. This permits

correcting for errors and uncertainties in the correct

position of the camera, target (central point of the

image at which the camera points) and errors derived
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from DEM discretisation of the real terrain and further

interpolations. At present, GCPs were collected using

a nondifferential global positioning system (GPS)

without phase carrier, with a nominal precision of

15 m but an actual precision much lower, as could be

realised by plotting the dispersion of values taken on

different days at the same point. This might introduce

large errors in the process that could be corrected

using a differential GPS. Additional errors are derived

from the use of nonmetric cameras and lenses which

have an actual focal length different from that spec-

ified by the manufacturer and probably some degree

of distortion in the resulting image. This last error is

expected to be smaller than the original 45-m resolu-

tion of the DEM at which the model is run.

The final result of the georeferencing process is a

georeferenced map of reflectance values (Fig. 2).

From this map, any observable variation of the snow

cover can be located with relative precision and

associate to the outputs of the model. In this way,

areas of erosion and deposition can be pinpointed, as

well as areas of different albedos related to different

histories of snow evolution and transport.

3.2. Relative albedo from photography

The light reflected from any point on the photo-

graphed area and recorded by the camera will depend

both on the reflective properties of the surface

(albedo) and on the incoming light falling on the

surface. The illumination will depend on multiple

parameters, such as the position of the sun, transmis-

sivity of the atmosphere and reflected radiation from

surrounding terrain. Thus, if these parameters are

known, it is possible to derive the variations in

reflectance due only to the variations of the albedo

of the surface. A photographic camera can not give

precise radiometric information. However, if we

know the response of the photographic sensor, we

can relate variations of pixel reflectance to albedo

variations after correction for incoming illumination

differences. The response of the sensor is usually

linear within a range of exposure, becoming rapidly

flat for both under and over exposed regions. This

sensor response is estimated by photographing a

greyscale card of known reflectance values, ranging

from 5% to 95% reflectance. To estimate the relative

albedo, we normalise the georeferenced reflectance
map according to incoming radiative fluxes, calcu-

lated according to:

Ii ¼ rIscsiðFt þ Fsk þ Fms þ FsnÞ ð7Þ

where Isc is the solar constant or 1367 Wm� 2; r is

the reciprocal of the square of the radius vector of the

earth or correction for the eccentricity of the earth’s

orbit, calculated using Fourier series derived by

Spencer (1971). The si represents a set of atmospher-

ic transmittance functions, both for diffuse and direct

radiation. These functions take into account Rayleigh

and Mie scattering in the standard composition of the

atmosphere, transmittance by ozone, by water vapour

and by aerosols, and are computed following a

parametric model by Iqbal (1983). This model is

one of the best performing ones in an intercompar-

ison study carried out by Niemelä et al. (2001). The

s-functions incorporate the relative optical path

length and pressure corrected air mass, depending

on solar zenith angle and altitude. Additional updates

to Iqbal’s model are introduced for ozone layer

thickness, which is taken from measurements of the

NASA Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer dataset

(TOMS-EP, 2001), for the calculation of precipitable

water, following Prata (1996), and for increased

transmittance with altitude in accordance with values

recommended by Bintanja (1996). The calculations

of the F-terms are explained in detail by Corripio (in

press); a similar approach is described by Greuell and

Smeets (2001). These terms represent corrections for

the angle of incidence of sun on the slope, corrected

only for direct radiation; correction for diffuse radi-

ation depending on the portion of the unobstructed

upper hemisphere (skyview factor); diffuse radiation

due to multiple scattering between the ground and the

sky, incorporated in Iqbal’s model and depending on

the estimated general albedo of the area; and

reflected radiation from surrounding slopes calculated

as a function of horizon obstruction (1-skyview

factor). The calculation of the sun vector, the vector

normal to the surface and the skyview factor is

explained by Corripio (2003). Additional corrections

are made to account for the transmittance due to the

intervening atmosphere between the camera and any

reflecting surface recorded by the image. In the case

of large horizontal distances, this last correction may

be rather important, its value is calculated using the



Fig. 3. Comparison between albedo derived from the photographic

image (a) and albedo modelled according to snow grain types

modelled by SYTRON2 (b). Colours are enhanced to show relative

differences, with red higher and blue lower. North is right, as in Fig.

2. For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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atmospheric transmittance model MODTRAN (Berk

et al., 1989).

The value of the reflected radiation arriving at

every pixel of the camera will be:

R ¼ IiaXst: ð8Þ

From here we can derive the albedo as a reference

to a pixel of known albedo, as the ratio of the

reflectance of any given pixel Rn to a reference pixel

reflectance Rref corrected for the radiometric and

geometric factors F indicated in Eq. (7). Omitting

the product operator for the atmospheric transmittan-

ces, we have:

an ¼ aref
Rn

Rref

ðsistÞnðFÞref
Rref ðsistÞref ðFÞn

; ð9Þ

where (si) and (si)ref may cancel each other if altitu-

dinal variations within the area under consideration

are small. A further simplification cancels the solid

angle of view factor X, as all pixels in the camera are

of equal size and similar field of view, thus, Xn =Xref

is the near-horizontal atmospheric transmittance be-

tween the pixel position and the camera position

which varies along the range of distances and altitudes

of the DEM. Eq. (9) tell us that variations in pixel

reflectance after corrections for differences in topo-

graphic configuration and thickness of intervening

atmosphere between camera and observed pixel are

due to differences in albedo of the corresponding pixel

surface. Fig. 3a shows the results of this normalisation

for an image of the Col du Lac Blanc taken on the

18th of February, 2003.

It should be noted that we are dealing with a

camera designed to record light mostly in the visible

band of the spectrum; however, most of the variation

in snow albedo occurs in the near infrared (NIR;

Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Nolin and Dozier,

2000). The exact response of the camera in the NIR

region is unfortunately unknown to us as the manu-

facturers classify it as confidential information. None-

theless, tests with narrow band spectral filters show

that the camera CCD is sensible to light at least up to

1050 nm, although the exact response curve is un-

known. A rough estimation of the errors in the

calculated albedo for this reason could be up to 4%

or 5% for the worst scenario. This estimation is made

using a radiative transfer model to calculate the
energy per spectral band of incoming solar radiation

and accounting for the uncertainties in the spectral

latitude and response curve of the camera. The worst

scenario implies dealing with the whole range of
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snow types, from large round grains to dendritic fresh

snow, which is not common in the winter months,

except when radiative crusts are formed under intense

solar radiation or at lower altitudes where there may

be rain.

Additional corrections need to be performed to

account for the anisotropic reflectance of the snow,

especially as we are dealing with very oblique view-

ing angles. This is a complicated correction firstly

because the anisotropy depends on the snow grain size

and type and secondly because the subgrid topograph-

ic variations may play a very important role in the

variation of surface reflectance. The safest approach is

to mask out areas of very shallow illumination or

viewing angles, following the arguably rule of thumb

that albedo is independent of zenith illumination angle

for angles smaller than 50j (Wiscombe and Warren,

1980). More recently, Warren et al. (1998) have

published the results of their work on the anisotropy

of Antarctic snow and sastruguis at shallow illumina-

tion angles, although for limited viewing angles. The

incorporation of a correction following their recom-

mended parameterisation is under consideration.

3.3. Modelled albedo

The output of the SYTRON2 model for validation

purposes is a series of raster files with values for snow

depth variation, snow grain characteristics (dendricity

and sphericity) and snow grain sizes. The raster values

contain a set of values for every grid cell in the DEM

to which the model is applied. From these values, and

following a process described by Brun et al. (1992)

and based on Warren (1982) and Sergent et al. (1987),

the albedo is derived as a function of optical grain

size. In the visible band, the age of the snow (days

since last snowfall) is also considered. Note that this

parameter will be important under snowdrift condi-

tions if a layer of older snow resurfaces due to wind

erosion of upper layers. Thus, we have for the two

bands in which our sensor is sensitive:

að0:3� 0:8 AmÞ ¼ 1� 1:58d
1
2 � 0:2

age

60
ð10Þ

að0:8� 1:15 AmÞ ¼ 1� 15:4d
1
2 ð11Þ

where 0.2 is a site-dependant empirical coefficient and

d is the optical grain size. It is worth noticing that
CROCUS is one of the best performing models

regarding albedo estimation in a recent intercompar-

ison study of snow models (Etchevers et al., in press).

3.4. Digital elevation model

Both the model and the georeferencing of terres-

trial photography rely on the use of a high-resolu-

tion DEM and are limited by the accuracy of these

data. For the present work, a digital elevation model

at a resolution of 2 arc sec in latitude and 1.5 arc

sec in longitude was purchased from the French

Institut Géographique National (IGN). As the grid

spacing is a constant angle of longitude in the X

axis, this results in a north south gradient of the grid

size. To simplify the use of the DEM and the

georeferencing process, a regular squared grid at

45-m resolution was interpolated from the original

DEM using bilinear interpolation. Additionally, to

standardise the measurements with previous topo-

graphic surveys and the data collected by GPS, the

original geographical coordinates in the WGS84

projection were transformed to the French system

NTF Lambert III. For this procedure, we used the

equations and the software CIRCE provided by the

IGN (http://www.ign.fr).

To maximise the information extracted from the

photographs, two additional DEMs were interpolated

from the original, at resolutions of 5 and 1 m, respec-

tively. This is done simply to map additional pixels in

the photograph to locations within the original 45-m

resolution grid cell. We know that the interpolated

points at higher resolution are within the boundaries of

a given original grid cell, but it is impossible to extract

any relief information which was not contained in the

original DEM at coarser resolution.
4. Results and discussion

Here we present the comparison of modelled and

observed snow cover for two different situations,

one with moderate to weak transport over a short

period of time on the 18th of February, 2003, and

the other after strong wind transport on the 5th of

April, 2003.

Fig. 3a shows the relative albedo derived from a

digital photography taken from the Pic du Lac Blanc,

 http:\\www.ign.fr 
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3323 m asl. looking west to the Col du Lac Blanc,

2722 m. Fig. 3b is the albedo derived from

SYTRON2 for the corresponding area. The triangular

shape of the figure is due to the planar projection of

the conical field of view of the camera. The camera

was located on the highest contour seen at the bottom

of the image, to the east, and the visible area is

expanding with distance to the camera, hence the

triangular shape. Black areas inside the coloured

image are nonvisible areas, hidden behind cliffs or

steeper slopes or masked out due to very low illumi-

nation or viewing angles. The narrow margins sur-

rounding the borders of nonvisible areas in the

sections closer to the camera, when they correspond

to steep slopes, are at very shallow viewing angles,

and the high albedo values should be considered

carefully. The sun is slightly to the east at the time

of taking the photograph. Thus, some of the areas

approaching nonvisibility are also at very shallow

illumination angles. Because the interception of direct

solar radiation depends on relative local solar zenith

angle, at very low angle, the correction of this value

for the estimation of albedo is very sensitive to errors

in both the ratio of direct to diffuse radiation and the

amount of reflected radiation from surrounding

slopes. However, areas approaching nonvisibility

from the opposite side of the viewing point tend to

be more perpendicular to both sun (at this time) and

camera. Therefore, these values are more reliable.

The colour table is stretched and contrasted to show

the differences and the values are relative, with red

higher and blue lower. The lower values on the upper

left corner are due to the presence of bare rocks and

to the orientation of the slope, almost perpendicular to

the morning sun, which results in efficient intercep-

tion of solar radiation and rapid metamorphism of the

snow.

The meteorological conditions of the date when

the image was acquired are characterised by moderate

winds and low temperature with moderate snow

transport in the previous hours. The model

SYTRON2 is coupled with the model CROCUS

(Brun et al., 1989, 1992), which provides the initial

snow surface type. In this case, we had a thin

radiative crust of lower albedo buried by new precip-

itation. Part of this crust resurfaced after the snowdrift

event. This situation resulted in enhanced albedo

variations, corresponding to areas of fresh angular
snow and areas of larger grains highly metamor-

phosed. This situation was fortunate, as it allowed

an enhanced contrast in the surface snow reflectance,

both in the albedo derived by the models and in those

obtained from the photographic image.

We restrict ourselves to a qualitative evaluation of

the results until further refinements in the accuracy of

the GCP and DEM resolution, and the appropriate

corrections for the anisotropy of the reflected light by

the snow. Under this restricted evaluation, we can say

that the agreement between the figures, that is, pho-

tographically derived relative albedo and that derived

from the modifications of the snow grains modelled

by SYTRON2, is rather good. The main general

patterns of higher and lower albedo coincide in both

images. Areas where we could expect lower meta-

morphism of the snow and therefore higher albedo,

such as shaded slopes or the steep slopes of Pic du Lac

Blanc, in the bottom narrower section of the image,

are well identified in both figures. The small lobe of

higher albedo extending toward the SW from the

center of the slope, visible in the photograph, but

not in the model output, corresponds to enhanced

scatter by the irregular snow surface of a small

avalanche, an event SYTRON2 is not designed to

recognise.

A different approach was used in Fig. 4, where an

infared filter Kodak Wratten gelatin 87C was applied

to the camera. This filter cuts out all light of

wavelength shorter than 790 nm; thus, the image

reveals the near infrared reflectance of the snow.

Snow albedo variation is maximum in this region

of the spectrum (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Nolin

and Dozier, 2000), which enhances the contrast of the

snow surface according to snow grain characteristics,

as seen in Fig. 4. The darker areas, regularly on

slopes facing north, are regions where snow has been

eroded by the wind, exposing older snow underneath,

and in most cases, a thin layer of radiative crust. This

fact was verified by close inspection of the snow

surface shortly after taking the picture. The difference

is manifest when compared with the image in the

visible band (Fig. 4), while the visible image (Fig.

4a) shows a uniform snow surface, the NIR image

(Fig. 4b) shows patches of very contrasted snow

surface, the darker areas corresponding to the resur-

facing of crust after wind erosion. The pattern of

erosion is consistent with the meteorological situation



Fig. 4. Comparison between a photographic image in the whole visible plus NIR band (a) and an image taken with an infrared filter (b) that

suppresses wavelengths shorter than 790 nm. Note the enhanced contrast due to different snow type (mainly radiative crust) on the NIR image,

on the right side. Image taken from Pic du Lac Blanc, 3323 m asl. looking west.
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on the previous hours, with moderate to intense

northeasterly winds.

In order to relate the areas of erosion in the

image to the output of the models, a manual

classification of the picture was done into areas of

erosion, deposition, likely erosion and likely depo-

sition, using the NIR contrasted image and knowl-

edge of the situation after direct observations on the

test site. These areas are marked red, blue, orange
and green, respectively, on the image and then

georeferenced to the DEM (Fig. 5a). The result is

compared to the output of SYTRON2 for accumu-

lation and erosion areas (Fig. 5b). The largest

accumulation areas coincide in both the manually

mapped image and the model output. The upper part

of the largest accumulation patch, toward the upper

centre of the image, is probably realistic, but is not

indicated in Fig. 5a as it corresponds to a ski slope,



Fig. 5. Comparison between manually mapped areas of snow

accumulation (blue and green) and erosion (red and orange; a) and

those modelled by SYTRON2 at the Col du Lac Blac experimental

site (b). Colours range from red (erosion) to blue (accumulation).

North is right.
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and the human disturbance is important. The largest

areas of erosion also show a good agreement, with

the exception of the cliffs on the upper left of the

image. The cliffs are not well represented in the
DEM, although SYTRON2 includes the possibility

of artificially introduced mask areas where accumu-

lation or erosion is forbidden. New runs investigat-

ing the performance of the mask are under way.

Areas of erosion clearly visible on the photograph

but of surface smaller than 45� 45 m are impossi-

ble to reproduce by the model, as this is the

maximum resolution of the employed digital eleva-

tion model.
5. Limitations and future work

The most obvious limitation is the impossibility of

modelling variations at a very small scale. The

maximum resolution is determined not only by the

available digital elevation model but also by the

computational costs of diminishing the cell size and

the uncertainties in the downscaling of the wind

model at such a resolution. However, we can see

from the images of the area that generally there is a

considerable variation in snow texture, accumulation

and erosion at subgrid scale. Nonetheless, the model

allows the masking of areas such as small cliffs that

may scape the resolution of the DEM but can be

identified from the images or from local knowledge of

the area of interest.

Future improvements of the model include the

addition of multiple vertical layers and interaction

between the layers, the improvement of the erosion/

accumulation laws, improvements to the wind field

and improvements in the temporal evolution of the

snow, accounting better for the full thermodynamics

of the snow surface during snowdrift events.

The monitoring technique would permit better

accuracy when ground control points can be precisely

located using either differential GPS or traditional

topographical surveys. This is likely to be available in

a recent future. Additional improvements can be

derived from the application of corrections for the

anisotropy in the reflection of the snow, especially at

very shallow viewing angles. However, due to the

effect of grain size on spatial distribution of the

reflected radiation field, to the high values of this

correction at very shallow angles, and due to the

limitations of a simple recording device such as a

digital camera, these corrections will always be

limited.
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6. Conclusion

We present an overview of the current efforts at

CEN–Météo France in modelling wind and snowdrift

over complex topography. We also introduce a novel

technique for the spatial validation of the model, a

technique which allows high temporal and spatial

resolution. The approach is a land-based remote

sensing tool based on recognising the optical varia-

tions on snow reflectivity and patterns that can be

related to the corresponding effects of wind transport.

At this stage, the qualitative comparison of modelled

and measured outputs is satisfactory and reveals that

the model is able to reproduce the general trends of

snow erosion and accumulation at the scale of a few

tens of metres. The results are even more satisfactory

given the model constrains, as it is designed to be an

operational model that needs to be run in real-time as

an aid tool to avalanche hazard forecasting. There is

room for improvement both in the modelling and in

the monitoring approaches, and in this sense, the

monitoring process is a useful tool to detect points

in the model that can be improved.
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